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Twenty-eighth Annual UNC Math Contest First Round Fall, 2019

Rules: 90 minutes; no electronic devices.

1. This floor plan of the portal to the Addams castle shows twin
chambers and a wedge-shaped pit (shaded) where a trap door
will be placed. Find the degree measure of the acute angle at the
tip of the wedge. The chambers are congruent regular ten-sided
polygons.

2. Find the value of F(13.333) for the function F defined by F(x)= 2x for x <1 and F(x)=F(x-1) for x ≥ 1.

3. Grandmama starts with identical cauldrons, one on her left that is full of liquid and one on her right that is
empty. She pours three-quarters of the liquid from the left one into the right one and casts a spell. Then she
pours one third of the liquid in the right one back into the left one. If she now pours one third of the contents
of the left cauldron back into the right cauldron, what fraction of the liquid is now in the cauldron on the left?

4. Find the smallest number of nightshade seedlings Uncle Fester could have if when he arranges them with
eight in each row, he has three left over and when he puts 9 in each row, he has 4 left over.

5. Pugsley tries to fit a round circle into a square hole, but part
of the circle sticks out. What is the total area of the two excess
regions that Pugsley will carve from the circle? The circle has
radius 10, and Pugsley has it placed so that it passes through one
corner of the square and is tangent to two sides of the square.

Length=26Length=26Length=26Length=26Length=26

6. The Mummy’s tomb is a regular pyramid whose base is square
and whose four upright faces are congruent isosceles triangles. A
scarab beetle crawls along the outer surface of the pyramid from
one corner of the base to the midpoint of the opposite upright
edge. Find the length of the shortest path the beetle can take.
Each triangular face has top angle 30 degrees; its upright sides
each have length 26.
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7. Wednesday has a lie detector machine that is correct most of the time, but labels a truthful person as a "liar"
with probability 0.06 and labels a liar as "truthful" with probability 0.08. She interrogates three children, who
all claim they did not frighten Wednesday’s pet iguana. In actuality, exactly two are guilty, and one is innocent.
She tests all three suspects. The machine labels two as liars and one as innocent. What is the probability that
the machine has correctly identified the guilty pair?

8. Morticia gives a number between 1 and 65 to Lurch, and then Pugsley tries to guess what it is by asking
Lurch questions. Pugsley asks first "Is your number greater than 20?" and Lurch answers. Then Pugsley asks
"Is your number even or odd?" and Lurch answers. "Hmm," says Pugsley, "Is your number a perfect square?"
When Lurch answers, Pugsley says "I think I almost have it. I will know if you tell me whether one of the digits
in your number is a 4." Lurch answers and Pugsley says "I have it!" Just then, Morticia looks up and says "Oh
Pugsley-I forgot to tell you! Lurch is having a backwards day today. Every answer he gives is wrong." Pugsley
furrows his brow. After a minute he says, "Thanks. That is ok. I can still tell what his number is!" What does
Pugsley think is Lurch’s number?
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9. Lurch plays Whack-a-Thing on a circular table that has holes
numbered 1 through 19 counter-clockwise. If Thing is currently
at hole numbered x, Thing will next travel x(x − 1) steps counter-
clockwise to reach its new hole. Play begins with Thing selecting
a starting hole, and a round of play ends when Thing returns to
a hole previously visited in that round. What is the maximum
number of distinct holes that Thing can occupy in a single round
of play?
Example. If Thing starts at x = 2, it will then travel 2(2 − 1) = 2
steps counterclockwise to hole 2 + 2 = 4. Next Thing will travel
4(4 − 1) = 12 steps to hole number 4 + 12 = 16. Next, from hole
16, Thing will travel (16)(15) steps, completing several circuits
around the table and ultimately appearing at hole . . .

10. Gomez, Morticia, Pugsley, Wednesday, Uncle Fester, and Cousin Itt sit at a round table. If each casts a hex
on one of the others, chosen at random, what is the probability that everyone gets hexed?

END OF CONTEST


